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◼ Knowledge Discovery
- Sandy Schoettler

Motivating Question:
Let’s consider item popularity over time, by looking at the number of monthly checkouts. If an item is very 

popular for a short amount of time, it may have many monthly checkouts for a period of time, but then those 
checkouts may decrease significantly over time. On the other hand, some items may have a more sustained level 
of popularity, that is more consistent over time. These items might be books that students must check out for 
school, or commonplace items which could have significant demand for a prolonged period of time (like the Harry 
Potter series).

My goal was to explore the question, “Which items have a consistent, sustained level of popularity?” In 
measurable terms, I decided to look for items with a low variance in the number of monthly checkouts. Noticing 
the possibility for untouched items to score highly here, I decided to also meaure the average number of monthly 
checkouts, restricting results to those with at least somewhat significant popularity.

SQL Query

SELECT 
    itemNumber, AVG(`count`), VARIANCE(`count`)
FROM
    (SELECT 
        itemNumber, MONTH(checkOut) AS month, COUNT(*) AS `count`
    FROM
        spl_2016.transactions
    WHERE
        '2016-01-01' <= checkOut
            AND checkOut <= '2016-12-30'
    GROUP BY itemNumber , month) AS checkout_counts
GROUP BY itemNumber

Difficulties
The SQL query I originally wanted to make, over the entire database, would’ve taken too long to compute. I tried 
downloading the spl_2016.transactions table, with the intention of launching a Docker container on my own 
machine to host a PostgreSQL server which could compute the query locally. I wasn’t able to get this to work with 
the time I had, but it may be useful for my next project idea so I am hopeful and expectant that I can get it up and 
running soon.

For this project I was able to retrieve the data I was interested in for 50,000 items checked out in 2016.
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1 Concept

For my project, I took interest in seeing if I could uncover a correlation between

major events surrounding violence against people of color, or more specifically

the black community, and the public’s interest in the type of resources they

check out of the library. I wanted to first take a general look at the check out

counts of relevant materials to see if any trend appears before taking a closer

look to see if any increases in the number of checkouts aligns with the dates of

killings that made national headlines, protests, or transfer of powers between

people in o�ce. The question I ask is Are the rising racial tensions during
major controversial events reflected in the materials people check out
from libraries?

2 Process

As there is no general category in the Seattle Public Library that focuses solely

on racism towards the black community, I had to take a bit of liberty in choosing

what type of data I was looking for. I first looked at books that discussed topics

similar to what I was interested in and found a list of popular books that centered

around what I wanted. The source of the list can be found here.

I then looked at common words amongst the books in the list and used them

as key words to filter out a general collection of books from the SPL database.

This does introduce the potential for books irrelevant to my topic or books

discussing discrimination towards non blacks, but it is a bit di�cult to only

pick out relevant books without using much more meticulous methods. I then

used those words to filter through the SPL database to obtain a general count

of book checkouts throughout the years.

3 Query 1: Overview and Analysis

Query 1 provides a broader overview of the number of relevant resources checked

out annually from 2006 to 2019. From an initial on look, there is an overall
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